Designated River Corridor Web Map

This map provided by the New Hampshire Rivers Management and Protection Program, is designed to aid applicants for permits, licenses and certifications determining if they need to notify a Local Advisory Committee (LAC) of their proposed project. The map also serves as a resource for the LACs.

Map Overview

Location Search: Type in an address, coordinates or a place name to search for a location. A list of related search terms will also be suggested.

Info: This displays by default, it includes information and links for the Rivers Program, the permit notification process, the Shoreland Water Quality Protection Act, and Designated River classifications.

Other Background Maps: This gallery allows the user to choose different background maps and aerial photos.

Measurement Tools: These allow the user to measure distances, areas, and location coordinates.

Map Instructions

1) Search for the location of interest

2) Click on the shaded area to display river information

3) Follow the links for more information about a Designated River

Link to Designated River Fact Sheet provides information about the river

Link to Contact Info directs to the LAC’s page on the LAC website